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Strong narrow-band electron cyclotron emission from a mirror plasma
heated by electron cyclotron waves
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Strong electromagnetic radiation is observed in a narrow band slightly above the frequency of a
heating wave that is absorbed by electrons near the electron cyclotron resonance layer in a magnetic
beach. The frequency spectrum consists of a sharp component and a broad background, which is
enhanced by more than 30 dB and 10 dB, respectively, above the radiation of thermal electrons. This
observation is explained in terms of cyclotron radiation emitted by electrons, localized in a magnetic
mirror, that are resonantly heated and bunched by a strong monochromatic wave. ©2000
American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~00!04712-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron cyclotron emission~ECE! has been widely uti-
lized for measuring the temperature of electrons in magn
cally confined hot plasmas.1–4 The frequency spectra of th
emission are quite sensitive to the structure of the velo
distributions,1 and the application of ECE has been limited
the temperature measurement in fully thermalized plasma
confined in toroidal traps. This sensitivity of the radiatio
spectra, however, does also provide a useful means to s
microscopic processes in wave–particle interactions.5

In this paper we study structures in the frequency spe
of electromagnetic radiation emitted from electrons that
heated by a strong monochromatic wave at the fundame
electron cyclotron resonance layer along a magnetic beac6,7

The experiment is carried out in one of the end mirror ce
of a tandem mirror. The plasma is deep in the weakly co
sional regime and the scale-length of the magnetic inho
geneity is much shorter than the collision mean-free-pa
Therefore, we expect that the cyclotron emission from
electrons should be quite different from that emanating fr
Maxwellian electrons, because the velocity distribution be
a microscopic structure that characterizes resonant wa
particle interactions.

There have been many arguments about the electron
locity distribution under strong electron cyclotron resonan
heating~ECRH! in a tandem mirror. A substantial deforma
tion of the velocity distribution was called for to expla
such observations as a large transmission efficiency o
strong cyclotron wave through the magnetic beach7 and the
enhanced electron flux along the magnetic field.7–9 It was
supported by an x-ray analysis of the local electr
distribution.10 The potential profile that is essential for co
finement in a tandem mirror configuration is strong

a!Electronic mail: n50116@sakura.kudpc.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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coupled with the shape of the velocity distribution of ele
trons modified by ECRH.11

These discussions, however, have been limited to a ti
averaged velocity distribution. Because the radiation aro
the cyclotron frequency is connected to the fast motion
electrons interacting with the heating waves, one of expe
tions with the present experiment was that new features
evant to ECRH in the magnetic beach configuration might
observed. Actually, we have observed a new type of rad
tion that is highly enhanced over thermal emissions in a n
row band that is clearly separated from but closely located
the heating frequency. In this paper, though we have
reached a complete understanding, we report in some d
the observational facts about this radiation and discuss
sible mechanisms for the emission.

The construction of this paper is as follows. The expe
mental method is given in Sec. II. The experimental resu
are shown in Sec. III and discussed in Sec. IV. A conclus
is given in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A. Experimental configuration

The experiment is carried out with a plasma in the e
plug/barrier cell of the GAMMA10 tandem mirror as illus
trated schematically in Fig. 1.12–14This cell is an axisymmet-
ric mirror that is connected to the central solenoid throug
quadrapole mirror cell along the magnetic field lines. F
convenience we take the right-hand coordinate system
which the origin is at the center of the central solenoid,z axis
running from the east to the west along the machine axis,
x and y axes pointing upward and southward, respective
The plug/barrier cell has the minimum on-axis magnetic fi
of 0.495 T at the local mid-plane atz528.8 m, and the
maximum field of 3 T at z527.56 m andz5210.04 m.
The plasma is produced in the central solenoid by rad
3 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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4924 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 12, December 2000 Ito et al.
frequency~RF! wave heating, and is kept from flowing ou
along the field lines by a potential profile created in the pl
barrier cells at the machine ends.12,13

Electron cyclotron resonance heating~ECRH! is used to
produce the potential profile. The ECRH power at 28 GHz
delivered to the fundamental resonance layer of 1 T for the
plug and to the second harmonic layer of 0.5 T near
mid-plane for the thermal barrier. The heating power, va
able up to 150 kW, is generated in a gyrotron, transmit
through an over-moded cylindrical wave-guide system, a
converted from the TE02 wave-guide mode to linearly polar
ized beam with Vlasov–Nakajima antenna.7,14 The micro-
wave beam for the plug electron heating is reflected o
rotatable curved mirror and launched obliquely to the m
chine axis toward the resonance layer as an X-mode cy
tron wave. The direction of the beam is steered by the
flecting mirror so that the crossing point of the beam throu
the 1 T surface moves in thex-direction. The total efficiency
of the transmission and the conversions is about 60%.
e21 width of the profile of the beam power at the resonan
layer is typically 0.10 m at the plug and 0.15 m at t
barrier.14

Before the application of the ECRH, the local electr
density is ne'1017 m23 and the temperatureTe'30240
eV. With the ECRH at the plug,Te increases up to aroun
500 eV and the density decreases by some factor, so tha
electrons enter deep into the collisionless regime. In m
less than 100ms after the start of the ECRH, the potenti
profile is established, and an enhanced axial flux of wa
electrons of several hundreds eV is detected at the mac
end. It indicates an intimate relation between the elect
transport in the velocity space caused by the heating an
spatial transport resulting in the formation of potent
distribution.7–10,15

B. Diagnostic method

In addition to the standard diagnostic devices, we h
set up a new system for receiving and analyzing electrom
netic radiation in the electron cyclotron range of frequenc
as illustrated in Fig. 2~a!. This system covers two frequenc
bands. One is in the fundamental resonance range~28 GHz!,
and another is for the second harmonic range~56 GHz!.

FIG. 1. A schematic view of the east plug/barrier cell of the GAMMA1
tandem mirror.
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They are similar in construction, consisting of a movab
receiver antenna, a heterodyne mixer with a Gunn oscilla
and a spectrum analyzer.

The microwave emission is collected on the receiver
tenna located atz529.77 m in the east plug adjacent to th
region where the electron cyclotron waves used for hea
are absorbed. The antenna is used both for the 28 GHz
for the 56 GHz range. It is radially movable fromy50.25 to
0.81 m and can be rotated around they-axis. Its structure is
shown schematically in Fig. 2~a!. The radiation enters a 16
mm diam cylindrical wave-guide through a plain apertu
with its normal pointing 70 deg to the wave-guide axis. F
ure 2~b! shows the gain of the antenna at 28 GHz~closed
circles! and 56 GHz~open circles!. The gain is defined as a
ratio of received powers of an antennaWr to that with non-
directivity antennaW0 ,

Gr5
Wr

W0
5

4p2

lo
2

Ae , ~1!

wherelo andAe are the free-space wavelength of a micr
wave and the effective area of the antenna, respectively.
sensitivity at 28 GHz is maximized in the direction of 65 d
to the wave-guide axis, and the 3 dB width is 30 deg. In m
cases, we set the receiver antenna aty50.275 m because i
looks to the on-axis resonance point with the maximum s
sitivity there.

The collected microwave power propagates through
2 m long over-sized circular wave-guide and passes thro
a vacuum-sealed window to be converted to the TE10 mode
of a rectangular wave-guide. The rectangular wave-guide
a 28 GHz channel includes a notch filter with a 30 dB reje
tion band from 27.95 to 28.10 GHz for protecting sensiti
devices from being damaged by the heating power. The
nals are converted down to the range below 1.8 GHz thro
a heterodyne circuit that consists of a local oscillator
Gunn diode and a balanced mixer, and finally fed to a sp
trum analyzer for frequency analyses. The spectrum anal
puts forth voltage signals corresponding to the selected
quency band and the power within the band of 5 MHz. The

FIG. 2. ~a! A schematic diagram of the emission detection system.~b!
Directivity of the receiver antenna at 28 GHz~closed circles! and at 56 GHz
~open circles!.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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4925Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 12, December 2000 Strong narrow-band electron cyclotron emission . . .
signals are recorded on a Computer Automated Measurem
And Control ~CAMAC! system including Analog–Digita
Conversion with a sampling time of 40ms.

The electric properties of all components are tested
the whole frequency range of interest so that we can eval
the absolute value of the collected microwave power. I
confirmed that the total response of the integrated sys
varies only mildly against frequency, except within the fi
tered band. The typical transmission efficiency ish f5220
dB in the 28 GHz range andhs5218 dB in the 56 GHz
range.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Time evolution of radiation spectra

We examine how the frequency spectrum of the rad
tion evolves in time after the start of the ECRH. Figure
plots the time evolution of the power of several compone
in the frequency spectrum. The plasma is produced from
to 230 ms, and the plug ECRH is applied from 130 to 180
with a gyrotron power of 100 kW. The analyzer frequencyf A

is fixed at 0.2 GHz with the resolution band width~RBW! of
5 MHz while the frequencyf LO of the local oscillator fed to
the mixer is varied as at 27.5, 28.5, 29.5 GHz, downwa
The displayed intensity represents the sum of the com
nents atf LO10.2 GHz andf LO20.2 GHz with width of 5
MHz.

An enhancement of intensity is observed at each
quency component immediately after the application of
ECRH. The enhancement around 27.5 and 29.5 GHz is
several dB above the level detected before the ECRH. On
other hand, we observe a substantial enhancement of m
than 30 dB around 28.5 GHz. The signal level of each f
quency component does not change appreciably during
period of the ECRH. After the ECRH is turned off, the

FIG. 3. Time evolution of different frequency components of emission.~a!
f 527.560.2 GHz;~b! f 528.560.2 GHz;~c! f 529.560.2 GHz.
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signals go down but still remain observed until the plas
disappears. The amplitude of the post-ECRH radiation is
most 10 dB above that before the ECRH.

By experimentally confirming that the frequency spe
trum of the radiation does not change appreciably during
ECRH, we obtain the spectrum in a wide range in one s
by continuously sweepingf A from 0 to 1.8 GHz for 20 ms.
Since upper and lower sideband signals are not discr
nated, the analyzed spectrum ranges fromf LO21.8 GHz to
f LO11.8 GHz. For discrimination we varyf LO and compare
the resultant spectra. From shifts of each frequency com
nent in the synthesized spectra, we can determine the co
frequency of the observed radiation.

B. Narrow-band radiation

There are four channels of ECRH that are usually
plied simultaneously to establish the tandem mirror poten
configuration. To evaluate the relative significance of t
ECRH channels in the contribution to the enhanced rad
tion, the frequency spectra associated with different com
nations of ECRH are examined as shown in Fig. 4. In e
plate, the dotted line represents the noise level of this sys
as obtained in vacuum shots without the plasma. The po
emitted from cold electrons before ECRH is lower than t
noise level.

Figure 4~a! shows the observed spectrum when a full
of ECRH is applied with each gyrotron power of 140 kW
An enhancement by several dB is observed over a wide
quency range around the fundamental resonance~26–30
GHz!. In addition, we notice a substantial enhancement
more than 30 dB around 28.4 GHz. The 10 dB frequen
width of this component is quite narrow~about 0.4 GHz!.
The sharp spike at 28 GHz corresponds to a stray field of
heating wave.

FIG. 4. Frequency spectra associated with the following different hea
combinations:~a! with a full set of ECRH,~b! with the east plug ECRH,~c!
with the west plug ECRH or the barrier ECRH. The dotted lines repres
the noise level of the diagnostic system.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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4926 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 12, December 2000 Ito et al.
Figure 4~b! shows the spectrum when only the east p
ECRH is applied with the gyrotron power of 140 kW. Th
same amount of enhancement is observed, and we notice
statistically there is no difference between the two cases.
spectrum of the radiation when we apply only the barr
ECRH with the gyrotron power of 100 kW is shown in Fi
4~c!. The spectrum when only the west plug ECRH is
work with the gyrotron power of 140 kW is also superpos
in this plate. In either case, we do not observe any enha
ment of the radiation. The small sharp spike at 28.5 GH
attributed to the unblocked parasitic power generated at
higher-order TE022 resonance of the gyrotron cavity.16 From
these data, we conclude that the enhanced radiation from
plasma is solely attributed to the east plug ECRH that wo
at the mirror cell where the measurements are made.
fact indicates that the electrons responsible for the enhan
radiation are created by the fundamental ECRH, and
most of them are localized in the mirror cell under the he
ing.

The next question to be answered is how the spect
depends on the power level of the heating wave. Figur
shows the frequency spectra observed at different level
the plug ECRH power such as~a! 20 kW, ~b! 60 kW, ~c! 100
kW, and~d! 140 kW. In each plate, the dotted line represe
the noise level of the diagnostic system. The examina
below 20 kW was not available due to unstable generatio
the gyrotron power. One can observe that the level of
broad component extending beyond 29 GHz increases
the heating power. This trend of leveling-up is confirm
experimentally over the wide spectral range of 27.8–2

FIG. 5. Frequency spectra at different levels of the plug ECRH power:~a!
20, ~b! 60, ~c! 100 , ~d! 140 kW.
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GHz examined. We interpret that this component cor
sponds to bulk electrons passing through the whole spac
confinement.

The new observation we emphasize in this article is
narrow component rising in the spectrum between 28 and
GHz. The characteristic features are the following.

~1! The frequency of the highest intensityf peak lies slightly
above the heating frequencyf H with a clear separation
of 0.1–0.5 GHz.

~2! The bandwidth D f peak of the emission is narrow
D f peak/ f H!1 but much broader than the width of th
heating waveD f H,0.01 GHz.

~3! The intensity of the spectrum peakPpeak grows with in-
creasing power of the heating wave, butf peak stays
around 28.4 GHz.

~4! The bandwidthD f peakdecreases with the heating powe
namely the high frequency tail of the spectrum shrin
while the lower cutoff (<28.3 GHz! does not change
appreciably.

These characteristics in the frequency spectrum are s
marized quantitatively in Fig. 6. Figure 6~a! shows the peak
power levelPpeak ~closed circles! of this component and the
frequency-integrated power~open circles! as functions of the
ECRH power. The integration is made from 28.1 to 29
GHz. It is observed that the both power levels increase
most linearly with the heating power. So far, we have n
found any threshold value in the heating power for the
pearance of the narrow component. Figure 6~b! plots the fre-
quencyf peakof the peak power~closed circles! and the 10 dB
width D f peakof this component~open circles! as functions of
the ECRH power. The 10 dB width is about 0.4 GHz a
decreases with the increasing power of the ECRH. The p

FIG. 6. Characteristic parameters of the narrow-band radiation are plo
against the plug ECRH power.~a! The peak power~closed circles! and the
integrated power~open circles!. ~b! The peak frequency~closed circles! and
the 10 dB width~open circles!.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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4927Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 12, December 2000 Strong narrow-band electron cyclotron emission . . .
frequency remains around 28.4 GHz indicating a hint o
slight down-shift with increasing ECRH power.

We examine the contribution of the location of the res
nant absorption to the radiation spectrum by changing
beam direction with the rotatable reflector. The anglef of
the reflector is fixed at 1.5 deg in the standard operation
positive increment of 1 deg results in the upward shift of
power deposition by 8 mm on the 1 T surface. Figure 7
shows the frequency spectra observed at different angle
the reflector such asf53.5 ~a!, 1.5 ~b!, 20.5 ~c!, and
22.5 ~d! deg. In each plate, the plug ECRH is kept at 1
kW. It is observed that the width of the narrow compone
increases for a decreasing angle of the reflector.

These observations of the frequency spectra are sum
rized in Fig. 8. Figure 8~a! shows the peak power leve
~closed circles! of the narrow component and the frequenc
integrated power~open circles! as functions off. The inte-
gration is made from 28.1 to 29.5 GHz. Figure 8~b! plots the
frequency of the peak power~closed circles! and the 10 dB
width of this component~open circles! as functions off.
Both power levels are maximized atf51.5 deg. The peak
frequency shifts upward on either side off51.5 deg. The
power efficiencies for electron heating and the potential f
mation are maximized atf51.5 deg if we judge from the
diagnostics of the plasma parameters and the potential
ferences along the magnetic axis. Thus, it is noticed that
appearance of the enhanced narrow-band spectra is pert
to the optimized operation of the tandem mirror plasma
terms of the potential formation by ECRH.

FIG. 7. Radiation spectra associated with different aiming angles of
heating beam.f53.5 ~a!, 1.5 ~b!, 20.5 ~c!, 22.5 ~d! deg.
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C. Emission in the second harmonic range

If the strong narrow-band wave is generated by a proc
in which wave–wave coupling is involved, there is a pos
bility that nonlinearly coupled oscillations may generate
electromagnetic wave at the second harmonic range wi
similarly peaked spectrum. To test this possibility, we exa
ine the frequency spectrum in the second harmonic ran
An example of the observed spectra is shown in Fig.
When the plug ECRH is applied at 100 kW, the radiati
power increases by several dB over a wide frequency ran
This observation assures that we have sufficient sensiti
with our detection system to indicate the presence of wa
if they exist. The sharp peak observed near 56 GHz is
responsible for the emission mechanism but it is attributed
the heating wave that is frequency-doubled by nonlinear
ements in the detection circuit.

Furthermore, once the signal level in the range 56–
GHz goes up as in Fig. 9, it does not drop for more than
msec after the turn-off of the ECRH. The long lifetime of th
emission is comparable with the long decay times of

e

FIG. 8. Characteristic parameters of the narrow component are plo
againstf. ~a! The peak power~closed circles! and the integrated powe
~open circles!. ~b! The peak frequency~closed circles! and the 10 dB width
~open circles!.

FIG. 9. Spectra in the second harmonic range. The dots represent the s
noise level.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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4928 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 12, December 2000 Ito et al.
local diamagnetism and x-ray emissions, so that the br
spectrum in the 56 GHz range is attributed to incoher
cyclotron emissions from mirror-trapped hot electrons w
energies>10 keV.14,17 The lack of correspondence betwe
the two frequency bands in terms of the spectral shape
the time to be observed indicates that nonlinear wave–w
interactions in the high frequency range are not respons
for the generation of the strong narrow-band radiation n
the fundamental resonance.

D. Propagation of radiation

If a resonance or a cut-off layer exists in the paths of
radiation propagating toward the detector antenna, the
served spectrum is different from that generated in
plasma. Namely, it is not self-evident that the narrow co
ponent is not produced as a result of a frequency-selec
transparency of the plasma. As an experimental test, tho
quite limited, we examine frequency spectra of the radiat
collected at different locations along different paths of t
waves. The results are shown in Fig. 10 obtained with
plug ECRH power of 140 kW. In each panel, the receiv
antenna is placed aty50.275, 0.523 and 0.822 m, down
ward. Since the frequency spectra do not change apprec
with y, we may consider that the observed spectra are no
results of the filtering along the path of the wave propa
tion.

This experiment-based statement is supported by a
tracing analysis18 as shown in Fig. 11. The idea is to exami
the possibility that waves in a broad band of frequen
around 28 GHz are blocked to propagate out to the rece
region. For simplicity, we show the case that each wa
starts from its resonant point on the magnetic axis. Here
employ geometrical optics in warm electrons of b
Maxwellian distribution with temperaturesT' /Ti5500/100
in eV and the density distribution fitting to the actual plasm
Figure 11 shows paths of different frequency compone

FIG. 10. Radiation spectra collected at different locations of the rece
antenna,y50.275~a!, 0.523~b!, 0.822~c! m.
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~a! 27, ~b! 28, ~c! 29 and~d! 30 GHz. It is confirmed that
every component selected from a wide frequency range
reach the receiver antenna without severe damping if i
generated. This results, combined with the observation
Fig. 10, indicates that the narrow-band emissions are not
results of the frequency selective propagation of waves g
erated in a wide band.

IV. DISCUSSION

We discuss the physical mechanism of the generation
the strong radiation in the narrow band. The main issue
cludes the power level and the frequency width. We ha
already discarded the possibility that the narrow band is
tributed to the filtered propagation of waves with broad
spectra. The spectrum analyses at the second harmonic r
have shown that nonlinear self-interaction of the heat
wave is also unlikely. Scattering of the heating wave by el
trons could produce a narrow-band spectrum. It may be
terpreted in terms of radiation associated with accelera
by the heating wave field. This process is also less lik
than electron cyclotron emission because the electric ac
eration (e/me)E by the wave fieldE is more than two orders
of magnitude smaller than the magnetic accelerat
(e/me)v3B even with the maximum heating power. Th
only conceivable process that we do not have direct mean
test is the collective scattering of a heating wave by fluct

r

FIG. 11. Paths of different frequency components are shown with th
solid lines. The frequencies are~a! 27, ~b! 28, ~c! 29, ~d! 30 GHz. Each
frequency-component starts from the resonance point on the magnetic
The dash–dotted curves represent the magnetic field lines. The dotted
shows the mod-B surfaces with equal separation of 0.1 T, while the s
curve denotes the surface ofB51 T. The dark box stands for the receive
antenna.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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4929Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 12, December 2000 Strong narrow-band electron cyclotron emission . . .
tions with frequency ranging below 0.5 GHz. So far, we
not have observations that suggest the existence of such
tuations. Therefore, we proceed with our discussion in te
of electron cyclotron radiation.

The observed narrow band requires that the enhan
electron cyclotron emission should be highly localized
terms of the magnetic field strength. The axial lengthDz of
the distribution of relevant electrons may be evaluated a

Dz5
B0

udB0 /dzu
D f peak

f H
. ~2!

BecauseB0 /udB0 /dzu'0.45 m, andD f peak/ f H'0.4/28, we
obtain a small value ofDz56.431023 m. The number of
electronsN responsible for the narrow-band emission is
timated to be

N5pa2Dz3ne'231013, ~3!

with the plasma radiusa50.1 m and the electron densit
ne51017m23. This type of localization of heated electrons
actually obtained by numerical analyses of the electron or
in the presence of a monochromatic electron cyclotron w
in a magnetic beach by using the heating respo
function.19,20 Realistic experimental parameters are used
the calculation, and the velocity distribution is found to b
come highly anisotropic when heated electrons are trappe
the magnetic mirror and cross the resonance layer m
times. The frequency spectrum calculated as a superpos
of individual ECE from those electrons are taken from R
21 and shown in Fig. 12. The good correspondence in sh
between the observed spectra and the calculation indic
that ECE is the most probable mechanism of the strong
diation.

The next issue to be discussed is about the obse
power of the radiation. If we neglect the thermal spre
along the magnetic field and only takeT' into account, the
emissivity j (v,u) near the electron cyclotron resonance
calculated as,3

FIG. 12. Calculated frequency spectra of incoherent cyclotron emis
from heated electrons. The electron velocity distribution is calculated
applying the heating response function~Refs. 19 and 20! to the actual ex-
perimental configuration. The number attached to each spectrum denote
maximum number that electrons experience resonance heating while
are trapped in the mirror field. The calculation includes the effect that e
trons disappear after driven into the loss-cone. This figure is taken from
21.
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j ~v,u!5
e2v2neT'

32p2e0c3me

~11cos2 u!d~v2vc!. ~4!

Hereu is the direction of the propagation with respect to t
magnetic field. From this expression the power density of
radiation at the receiving antenna may be evaluated as

pt5
gN

4pR2

e2vc
2T'

32p2e0c3me

'3.031029
gT'

R2
, ~5!

whereR is the distance to the receiver antenna, andg is a
geometrical factor ranging from 1 to 10. IntroducingT'

5103 eV, R50.3 m andN in Eq. ~3!, we obtain pt53
31025gW/m2.

The power densitypr of the narrow-band radiation at th
receiver antenna may be evaluated from the power le
Ppeak and the widthD f peak which are read on the spectrum
analyzer as

pr5
1

Ae

Ppeak

h f

D f peak

5 MHz
, ~6!

where the transmission efficiencyh f5220 dB and the ef-
fective area of the receiver antennaAe5631025 m2 are to
be used. From a typical parameterPpeakD f peak/5 MHz53
31027 W as given in Fig. 8, we obtainpr50.5 W/m2.

Though the anisotropic velocity distribution of heate
electrons successfully explains the shape of the observed
quency spectra, the observed power is three orders of m
nitude higher than the theoretical expectation forN as esti-
mated in Eq.~3!. To compensate for the large difference, w
finally introduce an additional process that is compati
with the processes discussed above. It is well known t
electrons are bunched in the velocity space when interac
with a monochromatic cyclotron wave and spatial bunch
may appear after a second interaction.22 In the intense elec-
tric field (E51042105 V/m! of the heating wave, one ca
expect a strong bunching of electrons that are resona
heated and mirror-reflected.

If Nb electrons are spatially bunched into clusters a
gyrate synchronously, the emissivity per cluster is prop
tional to (Nbe)2. Because the maximum number of cluste
that can form fromN electrons isN/Nb , the amount of emis-
sion could be enhanced by up to a factorNb . To make the
model meet the observation, we would ne
Nb5Nb0'103for the fully bunched case. This requireme
can be relaxed so thatbN electrons are to be bunched whi
(12b)N electrons remain randomly distributed, where
,b,1. To generate the same amount of emission frombN
electrons, we needb2N/Nb0 clusters ofNb0 /b electrons.
Therefore, even the partial bunching withb50.1 can ac-
count for the observed power level if the number of electro
per cluster is increased from 103 to 104. Such a state of
electron bunching can never be unrealistic becauseb
roughly corresponds to the modulation level of the loc
electron density near the resonance layer. Though there i
direct evidence of the spatial bunching, we do expect t
only this process can account for the observed enhancem
of emission with realistic requirements for plasma para
eters but without any contradictory observations.
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V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, under the magnetic beach heating of c
lisionless electrons with a monochromatic cyclotron wa
we have observed an enhanced radiation spectrum that
sists of two components. One is a broad component tha
attributed to incoherent cyclotron emissions of heated e
trons. The other much stronger component is limited in
narrow range above the heating frequency. This compon
is generated by collective cyclotron emission from electro
locally trapped in the mirror field and bunched by the stro
monochromatic heating wave.
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